
28Li\BC Qualifying Examination: Spring 2008 

Problem 1 

Let X1 .... , Xn be iid Exp(8). 

1. Identify the exact distribution of J; = n- 1 :z::=;~ 1 X,. 

° Find a ( 1 - n )100% UMA upper confidence bound for e by inverting 
the appropriate U:t\IP one-sided test. 

3. ldentif:v the large-sample distribution of 5: 

4. Find a variance stabilizing transformation for f;. and call this h (-). 

5. Find an approximate ( 1 - a )lOOo/c upper confidence bound for e from 
the large-sample distribution of h(X). 

6. ·which of the two confideuce bounds would \'OU prefer (the one from 
part 2 or µart 5) and wlw') 

7. ls the trnnsforr11ati011 h( ·) also norrnalizing'1 If noL can you find a 
uorrna.liziug tnmsforrnatiou'1 ~Hil\T: tr,\· a power-law transformation, 
aud use the fact that 

where µk is the kth central moment of X 1 . j 
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Problem 2 

1. Let X 1 ..... X" be iid from a strictly increasing. continuous cdf F, and 
let 1~ = F(X,) for i = 1. ... ,Tl. Show that the common distribution of 
the 1; is Uniform (0.1 ). 

2. Can you relax the strictly increasing assumption to just continuity of 
Fin part (a)? 

3. Use the result of part (a) to sho\v that the ?-value of a general test of a 
point null hypothesis is uniforml:-> distributed under the null. You may 
assume that the test is based on a test statistic T that has a strictly 
increasing. continuous cdf F. Suppose also (for simplicity) that the 
rejection region is of the t~rpe T > some threshold t. 
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Problem 3 

Let X1 ..... x,, lw i.i.d ['(~ - e. ~ TH;. where ~ i:: IR. and e > 0 are both 
unknown. 

1. Show that X(l 1 and X(n) are sufficient statistics and find their (marginal) 
distributions. [Bonus if you find the joint distribution.] 

'.2. Let}'=()((" - X(1 1)/2, with density v 8 (y,1=l.IB1p(y/B). where 

v(y\ = n(n - l){l -y)y11
-

2 011yE(0,1) 

[Bonus if you prove it.] Show that 1+.!&· e > 0 has the monotone likelihood 
ratio property. 

3. For fixed 6 > 0. consider testing H : fJ ~ 6 versus r: : fJ > 6. Show the 
problem is invariant under the group of transformations 

and that Xll 1 and X(n! are equivariant. 

4. Find the U'.\IPI level n test (be as explicit as possible). 
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Problem 4 

Let X 1 ..... Xrn:1'i·····1·,, be independent with 

,.. A' c 2 
.l'i.1 rv I(<.,. Q"I ), 

The parameters a1 •. ... am: T 1 ..... T 11 are known positive constants satisfying 

rn 1 n 1 '---,,='-;;La~ Lr 
·1=] l j=l J 

Consider testing H : 11 :S ~ versus ]\ : ~ > T/. 

1. Show that the following are sufficient statistics and find their joint 
distribution: 

m X 
u = '----+. Lac 

1=1 t 

') Find the Ut--IP level o test (be as explicit as possible). 
(Hint: for a particular alternative ~ 1 > r11. the distribution assig·ning 
probability one to~= rJ = (~ 1 ~ r1i)/2 is least favorable.) 


